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Student death inspires laW
Melbourne Beach police officer
arrested Tallent earlier that
eveningfor DUI and let him go~
The death ofa UCF student Two hours later on State Road
inspired legislators to push for 520, Tallent and Mueller's vea state law requiring DUI of- hicles crashed. Both of them
fenders to be
died.
held in a county
"It should
jail until they
have been a law
"It should have
sober up.
all along," said
The bill was
Floyd Baker,
been a law all
passed on July 1
p~blic informaalong."
and would retion officer for
quire drunken
-Floyd Baker
the
Florida
drivers to be held
Florida Highway Patrol
Highway Patrol.
He said the law
for about eight
will affect everyhours or until
one.
"Anyone
their blood alcowho drives should feel a little
hol level drops below .10.
The UCF sophomore, Chris safer."
Mueller, died in a car accident
Beth Bridges, president of
last year. The driver of the the Florida chapter ofMothers
other car, Keith Tallent, 29, Against Drunk Driving, said
was legally drunk. A Mueller's parents worked hard
by Heidi Steiner
MANAGING EDITOR

in getting the law passed. ''They
were actively involved in
MADD and were always talkingto legislators," Bridges said.
One legislator, Sen. Patsy
Kurth of Malabar, took a special interest in the case and
worked to get the bill passed . .
Her legislative assistant, Joan
Porter, said, "That law came
into .b eing because we were
approached by Mueller's parents."
Johnnie Mueller, Mueller's
mother, said she started a petition and got at least 2,500 signatures. She also made bumper
stickers and T-shirts, hung fliers and took several trips to
Tallahasee to speak in front of
the Senate and the House. "I
had to let people see what hapDUI continued page 3

have to talk to or try to impress the girls. It creates less
distraction," said Gordon Ku
What kind of party forbids of Tau Kappa Epsilon.
Nadler said the council
women and alcohol? A Greek
doesn't want the women influSpring Rush party.
Interfraternity Council encing anyone's decision about
kicked off its 1992 Spring which fraternity t o join.
Rush Monday on the Student Pledges tend to go where the
most woman are, he said.
Center Green.
The Rush parties held on
The new year has brought
several changes to the tradi- Friday, Saturday and Sunday
ti ons of Rush Week. UCF's will be open to everyone.
As always, the Rush parties
newest fraternity, Delta Upwill be dry. This
silon ,
will
is
mandated by
pledge its first
th
e
Nat iona l
members this
"They won't have
rules,
according
spring.
to talk to or ti}' to
to Greg Mason,
Fraternities
impress the girls." Greek Affairs coordinator.
can now give
According to
out bids to pro-Gordon Ku
Mark Deutsch,
spective
Tau Kappa Epsilon
vice pr esident of
pledges
Rush, only 5 perthroughout
cent of UCF stuRush Week inH
e
stead of having to wait until dents are Greek.
the Tuesday after, according says the Interfraternity CounBarry Nadler, the director of cil would like to see this numpublic relations for the ber grow in the future.
''We're aiming for a more
Interfratemity Council.
audience," Deutsch
general
This is also the first time
that women are being banned said.
"Rush Week is open to anyfrom Rush parties.
Thursday night each fra- body and everyone. We're
ternity is having an open stressing Greeks as a whole."
Shawn Thompson of Fiji
party for anyone who is interested in taking a look at added that being involved in a
Greek life. That is, any male. fraternity "is not just for col"This takes the pressure off lege days alone. It starts now
the fraternities. They won't and goes on forever."
by Jennifer Schutte
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Kathleen McCarthy, 21, an RTV major, says that despite problems, the LASER
shuttle is "better than walking." She was riding the bus Tuesday. cchar1es K. MorrowFUTURE)

LASER changes confuse bus riders
Campus stop moves to parking lot behind Wild Pizza
Boulevard also stop there. There is also a stop on
Gemini
Boulevard across from the AdministraASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
tion Building.
"I don't see why they can't have the stop at the
Little-publicized changes in the LASER bus
system have caused some confusion and a bit of Administration Building steps like before," said
Matt Malaspina, a junior studying political sciinconvenience among many students.
The system has been divided into three ence. He was just one of several students who agreed
routes; Colonial, Quadrangle and Research that the new stop is an inconveniently far walk.
But what bothers these riders most is the lack
Park, which rurt every twenty minutes from 7
a.m. until 6:10 p.m. Monday through Friday. of a shelter. ''There ·is no place to sit," said
The main campus bus stop has been moved Siriasha Medidi, a graduating computer science
from in front of the Administration Building to major. "We are not going to carry umbrellas
parking lot C2 behind the Wild Pizza. Two every day. We need a roof out here."
Another possible problem with the new locabuses leading to downtown Orlando, one via
Colonial Drive and the other via University

by Savannah Miller

LASER continued page 5
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Studerit killed in motorcycle crash over break
Jennifer M. Burgess
STAFF REPORTER

A UCF student died last
week of injuries suffered in a
motorcycle accident.
Richard Fletcher, 23, was
killed on Dec. 29 when his
motorcycle was struck by a car
on State Road 46 near Orange
Boulevard.
Fletcher was dead on arrival to Central Florida Regional Hospital.
·
According to police reports,
Fletcherwashitat9:15p.m.,4
miles west of Sanford by a car
driven by Wendy Young, 25.
Officials are not certain
whether Fletcher came to a
complete stop before he turned
on to Orange, where he was

hit. The impact of the collision
threw Fletcher from his motorcycle.
Steven Berry, 43, changed
lanes to avoid the motorcycle and struck
Fletcher. Berry told
police he did not see
Fletcher and stopped
only when he felt his
vehicle strike something.
The Florida Highway Patrol is investigating the bloodalcohol levels of Fletcher and
Young.
In addition to attending
classes at UCF, Fletcher
worked part-time as a supervisor for Recreational .Services.
Prior to becoming a supervisor, Fletcher refereed for uni-

versity sporting events.
Fletcher was also a member
of the 22nd Special Forces
Army Reserve Unit.
He was called to active duty last spring,
but was not deployed
to the Persian Gulf.
In other police news:
• A former student
was found guilty of
selling narcotics in aUCF campus residence hall.
Jennifer E, Stanton, 18, was
arrested on March 23, 1991 by
University Police.Officers
were informed through a confidential source that 'drugs
were being sold in her residence, Orange Hall.
According to police reports,
LSD was purchased from

Stanton by an undercover
agent ofthe university. She was
then arrested and booked in the
Orange County Jail.
Stanton was found guilty on
Nov. 27.
•Juan Orozco was arrested
for false representation after
presenting a false student identification card to the testing
center.
Orozco posed as Jay Rossow
to take a foreign language proficiency test for Spanish.
Judith McGunegle of the
testing center became suspicious when she noticed the signature to be misspelled on the
roster signed by the student
claiming to be Jay Rossow.
Orozco said his friend asked
him to take the test because he

needed a passing grade on the
test to graduate.
• David Kenneth Baer, 20,
was arrested for driving under
the influence of alcohol after
running a stop sign and nearly
colliding with a pedestrian at a
crosswalk on Gemini Boulevard. and Central Florida Boulevard.
The arresting officer conducted a road-side sobriety
test. Baer was unable to complete the test.
After being arrested, Baer
was transported to a DUI testing center. His blood-alcohol
level was founcl to be .137 percent. The legal limit of intoxication is .10 percent.
An open container of beer
was found in his vehicle.

Mom says om.cer could've saved
her son from drunkendriver
by Heidi Steiner
MANAGING EDITOR

)

IJ

Johnnie Mueller has a scrapbook.
Photos, buttons, bumper stickers, letters and newspaper articles - lots of
newspaper articles - fill the pages.
The articles document the battles she
has fought and won, and the battles
she is still fighting.
She fought for a law to keep drunken
drivers off the road after her son, Chris,
was killed in a drunken driving accident. She won that one.
Now she is suing Melbourne Beach
police chief Steven Walters and former
Sgt. Derrick Burkett. She says they
could have prevented her son's death.
Mueller also said she wants to see
other states require a holding time for
DUI offenders and she wants a 1-800
number implemented for drunken driv-

ers to call when they need a ride.
However, Mueller's most important
battle is getting over her son's death. ''It is
still hard for me to talk about it," she said.
She has several scrapbooks scattered to family members all over the
states. "Every time I get a new article
or a piece of information, I send it to
them," she said.
Already the pages of Mueller's scrapbook are full. The cover is decorated
with a neon pink bumper sticker that
reads 'Don't drink iµid driv~. I want to ·
live! In memory of Chris Mueller. A big
smiley face fills the letter 'O' in the
word 'to.'
"We did that for Chris. You see he
loved smiley faces. He would draw them
everywhere," Mueller says as she fights
back tears. She smiles as she tells
stories about her son. "Oh, everyone
loved him. He was always so nice, so

fenders would tell the officers
that as soon as they posted
bail
they would be out on the
FROM PAGE 1
streets again- and they were,
pened and to try and help it she said. "The police officers
never happen again," she said. couldn't do anything about it,"
About three months after the she added.
Porter said she and Kurth
death of her son, Mueller spoke
to the Brevard County legisla- looked through the statutes
tive delegation. She told the and could not find a mandaeight-member delegation and 35 tory holding time for drunk
drivers. They
supporters:
filed a bill to re"There is nothing
but good judg''The police offic- quire a mandatory holding
ment to prevent
ers
couldn't
do
time
of eight
an officer from
hours.
handing the keys
anything about
The bill was
back to an ofI't. " .
pre-filed in Febf ender once he
- Johnnie Mueller
ruary, Porter
promises to apsaid. From there
Chris Mueller's mom
pear in court.
it went to a
Most citizens are
criminal justice
enraged that
something like this could-and committee in March. Porter
said the House passed it on
has - happened."
Mueller said she was sur- April 30 and it went into effect
prised at how fast the law was July 1.
Mueller said the bill is called
enacted. "I was told that it
the
"Chris Mueller Bill." Howwould take at least five years,
ever,
the law itself is not
if at all, to get the bill off the
named.
ground, but it went fantastiBridges said she was surcally well."
prised
there wasn't a law like
Mueller said she knows the
in
effect already. "If you
this
law has made an impact. "I've
had police officers come up to think about it, the arresting
me and tell me how wonderful agency didn't have authority
the law is." She said police to hold anyone."
Before the law, DUI offendofficers told her that after they
arrested drunk people, the of- ers were arrested and released.

DUI

kind to people."
She related a story that Chris' friend
told her. "My son and his friend were
walking down the halls at UCF and his
friend told us that Chris kept waving to
people. So his mend asked Chris, 'There
are 22,000 students in this school, do
you know them all?'" She said Chris
answered back, "'Well, I would like to."'
Mueller said that was just 'Chris'
and people loved him that way.
"In fact, he had over 700 people at
his funeral. The priest said he gets
funerals that large only about five times

If it was a slow night and the
process didn't take long, then
the person could be let out
quickly, Bridges said. The blood
alcohol level lowers about one
ounce every hour, she added.
"He [Tallent] was released
within a couple of hours,"
Bridges said. "Now police officers don't have a choice in letting the person go." When
Tallent was released, his blood
alcohol level was .18.
''When we pick up drunk
drivers, we first arrest them,
then we take them for their
breathalyzer test," Baker said.
"After that they go to the
county jail."
No other state has a law requiring minimum holding times
for DUI offenders, but Alabama
requires an offenders to be kept
until their intoxication levels fall
below .10.
"I'm trying to get other states
to adopt some type of law like
Florida's," Mueller said.
She would also like to see a 1800 number installed for
drunken drivers to call if they
need a ride.
Porter said that although the
law has helped, it still has not
abolished the problem. ''We've
made an accomplishment in
keeping drunken drivers off the
roads, but we still have a long.
way to go," Porter said.

a year," Mueller added.
Chris' dad, Robert Mueller, points
to a letter in the scrapbook. The letter
is from Edmon Dukes, a poor boy that
Chris helped out during Christma..s one
year. One part of the letter reads: ".. .I
remember when my mom and dad
didn't have any money to get me anything for Christmas and Chris bought
me a nice toy and the Knights of Columbus [a church group] filled our home
with lots of toys and joy. I have to say
again that Chris was a good person
and God he was."
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Clubs, org~izations
lend helping hand to
keep campus beautiful
by Sandra Pedicini
STAFF REPORTER

Congressman Jim Bacchus
visited UCF Dec. 7 to show
support for a project that Student Government and service
fraternity Alpha Phi Omega
devised to keep the university
campus beautiful.
The two organizations have formed the
UCF Campus Beautification Project, in
which UCF clubs and
organizations designate a certain area to
pick up trash, weed and clean
sidewalks and other areas.
Clubs and organizations
claim a certain area of the
campus to clean up at least
once a month. The idea is similar to the county's Adopt-ARoad plan in which groups
claim a certain area of a state
or county road and help keep
it clean.
SG implemented the idea
after Student Body President
Jason DiBona saw UCF's proposal for budget cuts in Octo-

B•
VICTIM.

ber that included cutbacks in
the physical plant's budget.
SG and Alpha Phi Omega
planned the beautification
project to lighten the load of
the physical plant.
"We thought, 'what can we
do instead of just complain
about it?"' DiBona said.
He said that it
is important to keep
the UCF campus
looking attractive
because "that is
something that is
definitely distinguishable from ·all
the other eight universities in
the state. It's a beautiful campus."
Physical plant assistant director J.C. Hicks said he is thankful
for the organizations' idea
'We did not go out and solicit their services," he said.
"But certainly ifthey feel strong
enough about supporting the
university, we certainly can use
all the help we can get."
So far eight clubs have committed to the project, Chairman Michael Mettler said.

ART COMPLEX OPENS
Although the Art Complex·opened this semester, workers still have not completed their tasks .. On the first day of classes, students found classrooms without
carpet, chalkboards and adequate outlets. Some teachers and students have
also complained about poor ac0ustics in some classrooms The building was
originally scheduled to open in the -fall of 1991. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)

"IF YOU IEED TD WORK TD
GET THROUGH SCHOOL,
YOU NEED TD SEE UPI:'
.·· p• ·.·.•

/<'>;[~, •\t~~2·:~.;,~:'.""
.

~~ .

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.

v

Ir.WI A Public Service of the USDA Forest Service and

~ your State Forester.

·~~..

"I need two things ~o get through
school: good grades and money. I can ·
take care of the first all by myself, and
UPS is helping me take care of the
second . They gave me a part-time job
that really pays.
"I make almost $10,000 a year for
working about 4 hours a day, 5 days a
week. But get this, UPS has student
loans that let me borrow up to $25,000
a year for college. Compare that
anywhere else. I also got my choice of
schedules-mornings, afternoons or
nights. My work hours fit around my class
hours. Most students work in Operations. But you might get something in Ac·
counting, Industrial Engineering, l.S. or
Customer Service.
"No other company offers more to .
students than UPS. Talk to them. Get
what you need to getyour diploma."
Applicants are being considered
for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, see your school's career
development or job placement
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.
M/F
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LASER
FROM PAGE 1

)

tion is the fact that the buses must
drive through the parking lot, waiting
for cars to park and being blocked by cars
that pull up to the curb near the dorms.
LASER bus driver Lany Patterson added
that the longer buses have difficulty
rounding the tight comers in the lot.
Dr. John Bolte, director of Administration and Finance, agreed that the old
stop was a "perfectly good place, protected from the elements," however, the
weight of the circling buses was "breaking up the brick pavement." He said the
change was necessary since repairs would
be expensive and that the new stop will
work out just as well.
Most students said that they did not
mind the changes as much as they
minded the fact that the changes were
not publicized enough.
"Lots of people have . been asking
(about the LASER)," said Sheila
Parrilla, a junior majoring in foreign
language education, who was working
at the Administration Building's information desk Monday and Tuesday. "A
few students had missed the bus because they were waiting out front."
"There was no literature available
anywhere," said Walt Besio, an elementary English major. He said that even
the drivers were confused the first day.
"The bus dropped us off in Cl, so we
thought that wa:s where the new stop
was, but while we waited over there, we
saw the bus pick up over here (behind
the Wild Pizza)."
There were no signs anywhere on
campus Monday afternoon explaining
the new LASER stop and schedules.
Not until Tue~ay afternoon did a poster

appear in front of the Administration
Building directing riders to the new
stop.
''It's so confusing," Medidi said. "They
-need to post the times." She was standing at
the new.stop Tuesday afternoon with no
idea of what time the bus would arrive.
Copies of the revised bus schedules
were delivered to UCF late Tuesday afternoon. Steve Gavora of the University
Activity Center Transportation Authority said that the delay was due to problems with printing the schedules.
Each LASER route- is estimated to
take 10 minutes each way. However,
LASER bus driver Larry Patterson said
that the traffic conditions will not let
them complete the routes that fast. He
said he thinks that the buses will end up
stopping every 30 minutes instead of20.
Gavora said that on re the drivers get
used to their routes and new developments take place, such as the new road
that is being built directly connecting
Collegiate Village Inn with Alafaya
Trail, the new schedule will be consistent and convenient.
..
There does seem to be agreement that
the kinks will work out, and the system
will prove to be successful once again.
"I like riding the bus," Besio said.
"You meet people and it saves the inconvenience of parking."
Other accommodating features of the
LASER buses include bike racks and
new racks carrying copies ofThe Central
Florida Future, although Patterson's bus
did not have either rack on Tuesday.
One-way bus fare on the LASER
system costs 25 cents and transfers to
other Tri-County Transit routes are
free. Four-month bus passes are available for $40 and can be purchased at
the Kiosk, the bookstore or at the apartment complexes along the bus routes.

LASER Schedule~
RESEACH PARK

QUADRANGLE

COLONIAL

ROUTE

ROUTE

ROUTE

Leaves UCF beginning al 7:05 a.m.
Last leaves UCF at 6:05 p.m.

Leaves UCF beginning al 7:10 a.m.

5 minutes after the hour
25 minutes after the hour
45 minutes after the hour

10 minutes after the hour
30 minutes after the hour
50 minutes after the hour

On the hour
20 minutes after the hour
40 minutes after the hour

Leaves Alafaya Commons ·

Leaves Collegiate Village

Leaves Alafaya Commons

15 minutes after the hour
35 minutes after the hour
55 minutes after the hour

20 minutes after the hour
40 minutes after the hour
On the hour

10 minutes after the hour
30 minutes after the hour
50 minutes after the hour

Last leaves UCF at 6:10 p.m.

QUADRANGLE
ROUTE

RESEARCH
PARK

Central Florida
Research Park

,,

· Leaves UCF beginning at 7:00 a.m.
Last leaves UCF at 6:00 p.m.

.L~....
LOCAL AREA SHUTTLE EASTERN REGION

Publlir

SOURCE: U.A.C.T.A .

•

Information Meetings
January 27, 7:00 p.lll., SCA
January 28, 10:00 a.Ill., SCA
January 28, 3:00 p.lll., SCA
For Il1ore inforlllation call: X2 l l 7

Activity and Service Fee

5
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Bus route altered
but not as safe or
timely as former
any people could claim that Central Florida is
not the location for expecting mass transit.
Historically speaking, no one has claimed
that getting around Orlando has not been convenient.
In fact, getting to and fro from campus used to be
difficult, but the Orlando busing service offered a
solution, the LASER.
During the previous semester, an excellent service
was offered. Two buses traversed two routes. These
routes visited local apartments allowing very reasonable service for only 25 cents. The buses came to each
stop about every 15 minutes.
The drivers alternated between the two routes. This
allowed the drivers to have a break about every third
route because of the time differ~nce between routes.
During last semester, the campus bus stop was in
front of the Administration Building. Because ofcracks
and congestion in front of the building, the on-campus
route was changed, now stopping at the back of the
Wild Pizza. The new stop is on pavement that will most
likely develop cracks. It also is in a parking lot that does
not allow the buses enough turn radius. AB a result of
this, cars are in peril. It should be noted that the peril
is not a result of the driver's inefficiency, but rather that
not enough thought was given to the size of the buses.
To serve a larger number, the LASER system was
expanded to three different routes. These routes serve
the pre-existing areas and now go to the Research Park
area and down University slightly. Of course, not that
many students live within Research Park, but it is a
nice enough route.
One problem for the drivers is there are no more
alternating routes and they are expected to fit the bus
into areas that are incredibly small. One example of the
tininess of the areas ava.llable to the buses, is a turn
point on Route C. The route goes around the Sun Bank
and onto Alafaya. Here the bus must enter at least two
lanes to turn onto the road.
Another problem of the route is the new apartment
complex included in the route. The bus is required to
drive in a very tight circle to service one complex. One
student said tbathe would be willing to walk toAlafaya
because it was only about 150 feet away.
Bothofthesechangesare a danger to the bus and the
passengers. If the officials are going to alter the route
to provide greater service, than they should also consider whethe.r the safety of the route is acceptable.
Worst of all, none of the new routes can complete
their routes in 20 minutes. The shortest, Route C, can
be completed is 30 minutes, and that is without traffic.
Previously the bus route only took abol!t 20 minutes.
The time involved in using the buses was the main
argument against the system in the first place. Many
people were concerned that the buses would be too time
consuming. They may have been right.
The obvious conclusion of this information is that
the new routes have not had enough thought given to
them. The drivers are put into a worse situation. The
students, while more are being included, are offered a
service that is not as efficient or safe. The people who
created the new routes should re-evaluate what they
have done. Talking to the dnvers would definitely help.
The Future supports the LASER. Having regular.
buses to and from the campus allows for greater
parking, less congestion and easier movement as a
whole for the campus ..Perhaps if the campus stop was
moved to the new Student Union, then the danger to
the parked cars wouldn't be an issue.
The service provided by the LASER system is useful.,
No student should have to feel that the route is unsafe
or could be a hazard to their vehicle. So, get it together
out there. If you'r~ going to improve, make sure it gets
better.
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1991: Year of highs, lows, betweens
Bill Cushing
WHAT'S NEXT?

G

iv en the editorial freedom of a column, I could
not resist kicking off the new year with my
own personal 1991 retrospective.
And what an interesting year this was. It opened
with the introduction of Spam Lite and ended with
the lOOth birth day of the Fig Newton. In between we
had a full year of follies, fubars and frolics.
Here th en, is a quick review of what I see as having
been the best and the worst of 1991:
• Don't Touch That Dial.
It was truly a great year for television viewing. We
had healthy do ses of sex, violence and a restoration to
glory.
Oddly enough , the mostinterestingprograms didn't
come from the "idea" people or out of a boardroom.
The year started with Operation Desert Storm,
and people stayed glued to the tube (particularly
CNN) to see the latest military hardware in action.
Then, millions watched the U.S. Open (many who
never bothered with tennis before) as Jimmy Connors
made the comeback of the year, climbing all the way
to the competition's final match.
No sooner was that athletic resurrection done then
Clarence Thomas provided us with months of entertainment, first with his preliminary confirmation
hearings and then with the Anita Hill allegations.
While we were still basking in that sexual afterglow,
William Kennedy Smith gave us the equivalent of the
post-coital cigarette with his rape trial.
• Florida, A State as Great as Its Shape.
Many people have noted the phallic outlines indicated by the Floridian peninsula and 1991 proved
what a great place this is for sex. Of course, having the
Kennedy family in Palm Beach is just the beginning.
There was Jeffrey Willets, a Broward County sheriff wh ose wife Kathy was either a prostitute, a nymphomaniac or X-rated video star, depending on your
outlook . By the way, what is she going to do while
·
hubby is ser\ling time?
State lawmaker Fred Lippman was busy in the
state house while UCF"s own Steve Altman was busy
both in and out of the state, and, for those without
partners, Pee Wee Herman showed us how to do our
laundry by hand in Sarasota.
• They Shoot Horses, Don't They? .'
Gearing up for the national election, six Democratic .Presidential hopefuls threw their hats in the
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ring and quickly began the ritual of infighting and
bickering, showing George Bush that he has a greater
threat in Pat Buchanan than any of them.
• Some Low Points ...
As with every year, 1991 held its share of bummers. Premiere among these:
MAN OF THE YEAR? - Ted Turner was named
as Time magazine's "Man of the Year ."
Now, far be it from me to deny that Turner's CNN
was a innovative and farsighted move, but thi s is also
the year we saw General Norman Schwarzkopf and
Boris Yeltsin in action. C'mon, guys, get real.
THE YEAR OF THE RETRO - Tie-dye t-shirts,
platform heels, bellbottomed pants, disco music all
came back in style as there was a sudden resurgent
interest in the 1970's that took place over the course
of the year. The 1970-retroaction culminated in a
stage show that recreated episodes from the television series ''The Brady Bunch," and that bunch was
even reunited in a television special.
If ever there was a decade that needed to be
forgotten (and unforgiven), it was the 1970s. It was
the decade that is the equivalent of a boil on the
rearend of time. ·
Just consider: The drug of choice was quaaludes.
SOME FOND FAREWELLS - As u sual, the
world lost some great people in 1991. Foremost
among these were Miles Davis, Theodor (Dr. Seuss )
Geisel, Gene Roddenberry, Frank Capra, Gamble
Rogers, Stan Getz and Isaac Bashevis Singer.
• Some High Points ...
1991 was certainly not a year without its high
points. Some of the best of these are herewith categorized:
WELL,ONE GOODTHING CAMEOUTOFTHE
- SEVENTIES - Over the year we were presented
with a show depicting the best ofNorman Lear's "All
in the Family," the only sit-com that was worth the
tape it was recorded on.
BEST FILM LINE SINCE JACK NICHOLSON
SCREECHED "HEEEERRE'S JOHNNY!" IN "THE
SHINING" - "Come out, come out, wherever you
are." Robert DeNiro as Max Cady in "Cape Fear."
BUTTHEYMADEIT-Afteryearsoffrustration
and a slow start, the Atlanta Braves went to the - "
World Series.
·
•A Final Note.
Before the year ended, Florida Governor Lawton
Chiles commented on his declining popularity by
noting, ''My dog likes me."
Only one problem, Lawton. Your dog can't vote,
and we can.
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Forgotten quest for modern man; the search for magic
Eddie Offe1·111ann
THE NAMELESS CITY

>

n a far a way and nameless city, we all live and work
as shadows, phantasms of the living world. The
city holds the secrets we have all forgotten, ageless
truths and timeless lies, the magic that we have all
neglected.
Our dreams go there to die after we have awakened
and forgotten that they ever were. Some of the truths
that lie within that world are brilliant and summon
imagination while the darker ones simply lie in wait
and spring upon us in our sleep. Sometimes, even, the
darker ones leave the forgotten city and join us here, in
the land where we least expect them.
Buried in shallow trenches running like serpent
burrows beneath our unsuspecting feet, thin lines of
.light and darkness carry the messages from unseen,
unknown hands. The messages phosphoresce in cubes
and near-cubes, on curved surfaces of vacant glass;
they wait patiently for the quick ministrations of an

I

unknown man in a darkened room. Briefly, the chamber seems to echo with the last click of his fingernails
when suddenly the magic is gone. There is no mystery
here, no s.orcery, no fantasy. Fiber optics carry nothing
but data, and a monochrome monitor glows with only
the few sentences describing a book and a shelf in a
library of mundane texts.
I have grown up in a world where the m~gic is all but
gone. Students sit under the tutelage of masters who
bear no arcane secrets; we serve governments that are
neither divine nor divinely ordained or endowed, and
our most curious quests take us no further than WalMart and a new pair of shoes. There are no arks or
grails, no valiant expeditions to undertake or hear ofin
song. Instead, we are accountants, lawyers, secretaries and thieves. There is no magic.
Magic, in its most basic form, is the ability to believe
in the impossible. We've never had an age of wizards
and warriors, fair maidens in towers and valiant
quests to undertake, but we have stories of such an age
and once, these tales were believed. The death ofmagic
c;ime when we forgot to believe in that which we could
not see. Today, a line to the bookstore is an intermi-

nable, unbearable wait, not the last stage in a devout
pilgrimage but the joy at its completion is much the
same. Ifmagic must be dead, then so let it be, but don't
die with it. Try to face the facts of our new world order
with the zest that we imagine our forefathers did.
Confront the issues before you with the devotion of a
pilgrim. Build your own shrines to your own patron
saints - whoever or whatever they may be, but don't
let your own magic die.
There is a new quest, a quest for the desirable
unseen. The reward&. encompass all humanity and
though the visions of enchantment may seem all too
pragmatic, the magic may still return. Until then, be
vigilant. Serve with discretion the powerful masters
you have chosen.
· Believe in the miracles you see performed, though
they be technological and unentrancing'. Seek a ·path
with heart, leading into an uncharted desert or across
a forbidden ocean. In this, find your mag!c, keep it
forever, and may the secrets you discover always ~erve
you well.
·
-Eddie Offermann is a senwr majoring in philosophy.

R. K. S.

STUDENTS SPEAK OUT
.

Last

week'~

.

.

question: Is the United States experiencing a recession?
''Yeah ... we don't have that much money
now. Everything is more expensive now. It
really hasn't affected me at school. "

-

Larry Rogers

"Yeah, the economy is in a recession. It hasn 't
really affected me though. "

-:- Greg Jefferson

physical education

biology

"Yes, I think there is a recession. I went to
FSU. .. I saw several classes enlarged. I think
UCF has it easier than FSU and will not be
that affected by the recession."

"Well, yeah I think we 're in a recession. It has
made me come back to school. I already
have a degree, but I'm having such a tough
time finding anything, I've decided to go back
for a second degree. The universities here
are so much cheaper than the ones in the
North. I have no complaints about the prices
here."
- Steve Herder

Brynner Yee

computer engineering

· computer science

This week's question:

Have the new LASER routes been
helpful?
Call The Central Florida Future's hotline with your view at 823-3956

Classified~~~8

· The Central Florida Future
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$185/month
Call 382-5431

GREEK CORNER

+

1/2

utilities

FOR RENT

3 mi. from UCF-Room in 3bd/2ba
Furnished house. Pool, tennis, fireplace, wash/dryer, fully equipped
kitchen. Luxury living at only $275
non-smoker, male preferred. 3665309

DELTA TAU DEL TA
Rush Agenda
Thursday the 9th
*Karate Showtime*
Cafeteria

Quiet, clean, nonsmoking male to
share 2 Br 1 1/2 bath Townhouse,
$180/mo + 1/3 util & phone. Across
from UCF. Call Donald at381-5376.

Friday the 10th
*We don't have a theme yet, just
come damn't.*
On the Green

M/F Roommate needed for 2 Br
28th Townhouse, ASAP own room
and bath, only $217 plus 1/2 utilities. Half a mile from UCF. Call
658-1881

Sat the 11th
*Sex.Drugs, Rock n' Roll*
(or another theme if this gets us in
trouble) at the house.

M/F Roommate Needed
2 mi. from UCF $25.0 Rent and 1/
2 Elec. Please leave message
382-4117

1992 Year of the Delt...

Pl KAPPA ALPHA
Hey, Welcome back. Good luck to
all students for a successful academic year. Brothers, don't forget,
Fri, Sat, at 1Opm NO LATER. Good
luck to all rushees this week. PIKE
IS IT ...

F Roommate $230/mo. 2 mi.,
University Blvd. 657-1975
Fem Roommate Needed ASAP
$225 Rent $150 Dep. Call Ellen
249-0668

ZETA TAU ALPHA
Welcome back all UCF Student?.
All pledges learn your creed-initiation is next week! Good luck to all
fraternities and rushees with Rush I

Room for Rent that includes use of
washer/dryer, micro, cable, &
phone. 10 min from UCF $240
includes all. Call Tom or Tarik 6796918 or leave message

Clean 2 story townhouse for rent! 2
bedroom/2 bath. Walk to school.
Backs up to Lake/Preserve! All appliances,. including washer/dryer,
microwave, and dishwasher. $450
per month. Call John at 886-9579

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 2/2 Available for
Immediate Occupancy. Call
DMV Properties Inc. 657-1967
2 Bd/2Ba Condo 1st Floor Appliances Included; Close to UCF;
Screened in Porch on Greenbelt
·will Sell Call 277-2473 851-0679
Nice 2/2 apt across form UCF.
CHA, dishwasher, W/D. $450.
365-7532.

FOR SALE
Beds-Queenwater w/ heater, liner,
etc. $80 also 2 single w/ boxspg,
matrs, and frame $40 ea. Call
Lucas 678-2761
Bed Twin Size Complete $50 6719733

AUTOS
ROOMMATES

Female wanted share 3bdr 2bath
home Completely private 2 miles
to UCF Cable Phone· Washer
Dryer 2 Car Garage $275.00 plus
1/2 Utilities Call 671-9607

F NS catlover needed to share
1/1b apt 1. 1/2 miles from UCF

GOVERNMENT SEIZED Vehicles
from $100. Fords. Mercedes.
Corv~ttes. Chevys. Surplus. Buy-

ers Guide. (1) 805 962-8000
Ext.S-4628

WORDMASTERS 2n-9600

HELP WANTED

Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/
AT, Word Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

Fast* Professional*Accurate
Get in on the ground floor. Openings in the new local newspaper
The Oviedo Voice. Business majors, journalism majors or other.
Selling and designing ads, etc. gain
experience in the newspaper business. Ph. 366-9181

TUTORS
LSAT GRE G~T Prep Course
Open Enrollment High Scores
Taught by Testing Specialist
Michael Tierney, 897-3300 or
(904 )426-0400

RPS needs PIT Package Handlers
from3-7am$7perhrCall 297-3715
The Central Florida Future is looking for talented computer skilled
individuals for Ad Production Assistant. PageMaker experience
preferred. Gain Experience &
Make Money! Call 823-2601 !
Motivated subjects needed for
NASA Research Study. Help in
development of exercises to be
used during spaceflight. Selection
of participants begins January
1992. Exercise and walk on
crutches for five weeks. Healthy
males or females not extremely fit
or unfit desired. $1000.00 compensation. If interested, come to
meeting in HPB 231 Monday or
Wednesday, January 13, 15, 20,
22 at 3:00pm.

·TYPISTS
WP.EDITING: APA, MLA, etc.
366-0538

OTHER
.,,

You've only got one week to live! Do
it right! Spring Break in Jamaica
from $339! Organize Group Travel
Free!
Sun Splash Tours
1-800-426-7710.

t,

PERSONALS
Honey, did .you know our footprints
in the sands of time are not made
lying down? (Smile)
Deep Thoughts ... Pie
Have something special you want
to say to that someone special?
Then write a Personal! Stop by
The Central Florida Future Business Office!

.•

MINI CLASSIFIED FORM
per line: UCF Students, staff & faculty
per line: Non-students & businesses
Boldface and underline extra (double line rate)
PREPAYMENT ONLY- No Refunds
$0.75
$1.50

Cost per issue:
Number of issues:
TOTAL COST:

$ _ __

Insertion Dates:

0 TUTORS
0 SERVICES
D GREEK CORNER
0 FOR SALE
D OTHER
0 CLUB INFO
D TYPISTS
0 AUTOS
D
LONELY•'s
D LOST & FOUND
0 HELP WANTED
0 ROOMATES
0 PERSONALS
0 CARPOOL
0 FOR RENT
0 WANTED
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY. One letter or punctuation mark per space,
leaving one space between each word.
.

.·

.

.

.

·:..: · .

1 ______....__.._.__.._...._.._._______.....................__........._.___.........________..__..___._...........

2----~--------------~------------~--~-----------

____~~--~~~~--~~--~----------~--------~
43_____________________________________________________
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Name and address:

5____________.______.__._. . . . . . .._.___._..________..._._____.______,,__

.--4

*Any text going over the allocated five lines will not be printed.
If you want more than five lines in one ad, then use two or more forms.

Receipt#: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone #: (4..; . ;0:;. . :7:. . .L.)_ _ _ _ __
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NBA looking for new leadership
by Jamie Johnson
SPORTS EDITOR

The NBA enters 1992 looking a little awkward as
it continues the transition of super star players of the
1980s bowing down and being replaced by a new cast
of young but yet to be established stars.
The signs of this changing of the guard began with
the retirement of Doctor J and continued with Larry
Bird and the Boston Celtics beginning to show their age at the hands
of repeated injuries in the late
1980s. The unbeatable Bird, who
gathered three league Most Valuable Players trophies, seemed to
have fallen.
The capstone of this saga came
with the retirementofMagicJohnson early this season,
robbing NBA fans of the final years of the man who
single-handedly made the NBA one of the top, if not the
most marketable and popular, professional sports league
in in the world.
Now the league's veteran leaders are guys like
Michael Jordan, Karl "The Mailman" Malone, Patrick
Ewing, Charles Barkley and Chris Mullins, who have
taken their new position atop the basketball world
with a silence that begs to be broken.
The majority of Jordan's publicity has come with
him defending himself from the accusations that he
is ridiculously stuck on himself. Barkley has posed an

enigma for NBA fans by speaking out boldly and
impressively at times on whatever issue struck his
fancy but continues disqualifying himself from role
model status by spitting on a young girl following a
game and other ridiculous incidents.
Bird is back and playing hard, but he and his cohorts
no longer have the surreal ability to rack up the
victories they once displayed.
The T).ew guys are here-Robinson, Mutombo, Larry
Johnson and a'long list of guys who
have supersta~ ability but have yet to
show consistent dominance. Only Jordan,
Dominique Wilkins, Malone, Mullin and
Clyde Drexler show the consistent ability ·
to tum it on when they have to to lead their
team on. But of these listed, only Jordan
stands in the likeness of a Bird, Magic or
Kareem. The key word here is transition.
Blame it on the expansion teams, blame it on AIDS or
just give credit to the fact that the '80s were the decade in
which the NBA fully emerged. As the men who aided the
league's rise to power fade away, an identity crisis is slowly
·s etting in.
The struggle at hand was best summed up by Lakers
GMJeny West in attempting to put into the words he felt
in realizing Magic was gone from pro basketball.
'There's gonna be some kid out there as good as Magic
Johnson," West said. ''He might by 10. Or 15. Or not even
born yet. But he'll never have the charisma Earvin had.
How do you replace him? You don't.".

i-FROM YOUR-FAMOuS:-FRIBNDLY:-,
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LOCAL DEEP DISCOUNT
HEWLETT-PACKARD DEALER:

: HP 95LX Palmtop PC HP48SX
with Lotus® 1-2-3®
SCIENTIFIC
I
EXPANDABLE
I
CALCULATOR
I.
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PLUS ALL OTHER HP
BUSINESS &SCIENTIFIC
CALCULATORS,
SUPPLIES &SOFWARE.
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. Need a job? Need a life?
Well the Central Florida
Future Spo~s Page needs
you. You too can join in the
exciting pursuit of sports
journalism!!
Call Jamie Johnson at
823-3956 for details.

** FREE SEMINAR
**'
·
Sch.
·1
-=----

ppliLatlon

~

• Gr;iphics
integr;ited
with

PC pmt•er i 11
th!' ptllm of your hand

•

Phone: (407) 380-1565

built-in
functions
•HP EquJtion\Vriter
J

m.'

Patent Attorney
The Quadrangle
Suite 100
3452 Lake Lynda Drive
Orlando, Florida 32817

•Over 21nn

~

.

MICHAEL·K.. GRAY
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WEsrocK

Magic forward Terry Catledge shows his muscle
against the Utah Jazz. (Chaires K. Morrow/FUTURE)
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Calcµlator & Computer ~<o'- :
2916 Corrine.Drive
Orlando~
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FL 32803
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WHEN: Jan. 9, 1992, 6:80-8:00 p.m.
WHERE: .Holiday Inn, UCF, 12125 High Tech Ave.,
Orlando, FL 82817
TOPICS INCLUDE:
• When and Where lo Apply
·Admissions Criteria of Top Programs
·How to Make Letters of Re<:ommendation Stand Out
• Wh~t Schools LOok For in Your Personal S!.atemcnl
• How to Explain Bad Grades
·How be Ready for the LSAT ,Exam

.

to

CALL 1-800-777-EXAM
.
.
to reserve your seat NOW!

The
"OLDEST and MOST PRESTIGIOUS
BUSINESS FRATERNITY"
PROFESSIONAL TESTING CEUTERS

AK'P

BUSINESS
LEADERSHIP
UNITY
EDUCATION

- - -- - -

If what happened on your inside
happened on your outside,
would you still smoke?

,~--------,

- Come and See Us in
Ceba II from
January 6-10or13-16
- Information Meetings
January 9 (6 pm) or
15 (7 pm) at BA 134

249-4003
Across from UCF
• N. Y. Style fresh Bagels
• Breakfast Served All Day
Hours 8 - 3 Mon. - Fri.
9 -2 Sat. - Sun.

·sring this part of
ad in for 1 free
large F?untain ,
Dnnk
w/purchase of 99¢
or more
1 per customer

:

ex pi res 1/20/92
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:
:
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:
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tournament," Dean said.
Louisiana Tech is led by
what Dean refers to as the ''best
FROM PAGE 12
front line in the league" comof those teams have defeated prised of three seniors; 6-foot,
11-inch center P.J. Brown, 6-6
major programs this season.
''The bottom tier has Cen- forward Anthony Dade and 6-7
tral Florida, Arkansas-Little forward Ron Ellis.
"All three of them should be
Rock, Jacksonville and Texasplayingsome
form ofprofessional
Pan American."
basketballnextyear,"Deansaid.
Vitale's season preview preNew Orleans is led by junior
dicts that New Orleans, South
Alabama and Louisiana Tech center Ervin Johnson and sophoall have good chances of making more forward Melvin Simon.
theNCMToumamentthisyear. The two big men combined for
"I think in the case of New _an average of24 points a game
Orleans and Louisiana Tech, and nearly 20 rebounds last seaI'd be very surprised if either of son and are just hitting midthose teams miss a bid in the stride in their college careers.

Four .orfive ofthe Knights' last
18 opponents are considered
weaker than UCF. The squad
knows theneed to win atleastfour
games in which they will be seen
as the underdogs.
'We're going to have to upset
some teams in the league," Dean
said. 'The best chance we have to
do that is here at home.
This Saturday, when we play
JacksonvillehereintheArena, we
could have maybe our largest
crowd in UCF history.
"Hopefully this season, we
can make strides in the conference as a team that is competitive and as team to look for in
the future."

PIKE II, 4 7-32, while Tau Kappa
Epsilon wailed on Kappa Sigma,
48-15 .. .In othernews, Colby Hill
scored 16 points in the closing
minutes of the Hotshots' 44-28
win against the 0 lga Nets, while
FCA went2-0 with victories over
the 7 Dwarfs and WASP.
In the Women's independent
division, The Yellow Rose staked
their claim to the number 1 spot
by beating up on rival SEXY,
43-30.
Two ofThe Yellow Rose's high
scorers in the game were Anne
Hodges with 19 points and Kim
Stewart with 16.
The B-Ball rejects made a lasting
impression on Dirty Dozenina3417 win.
The FCA Ladies lost their first
game in the division to BAD, 28-

Wicht made two three-point
shots in a losing effort.
Finally, in the Sorority division, Tri-Delta stuffed Kappa
Delta, 27 -4 and the Zetas pulled
of a 31-25 victory over Pi Phi.
Other scores include:

MENSB-BALL

IM B-BALL
FROM PAGE 12
in scoring, with Chris Seilkop
and Keith Tanner leading the
way with14 points each ...
Ka.p pa Alpha Psi ran over
Lainbda Chi I, 81-55, while
Sigma Chi I breezed by Sig Ep I,
62-46.
In the B League's Pegasus
division, the first ranked Hurricanes are a perfect 2-0 after
pummeling the Hotshots, 7954, followed by a 59-50 win over
the Running Rockheads.
Another impressive 2-0team
in the Knight division is Mega
Mix. 6, who not only pulled out a
slim 61-59 victory over Red Card
butblewaway AlphaKappaPsi,
75-16.
In the Fraternity division,
Delta Tau Delta knocked off

2£.

Guard Christine LeBlanc
had 8 points, while center Katie

\

A League:
ATO Id. Delta Sigma Pi, 45-37

BLeague:
AWA. d.AKPsi, 97-13
No. 3 Red Card d. 7 Dwarfs, 7150
Thump & Bump d. Hospitality,
60-37
Lambda Chi II d. Sig Ep II, 33-27
No. 7 Sigma Chi II d. ACACIA
(forfeit)
WASP d. No. 6 Running .
Rockheads (forfeit)
CMB d. No. 5 AWA (forfeit)
Thump & Bump d. CMB (forfeit)

Women's:
No. 5 FCA Ladies d. No. 9 Delta
~a,22-17

Senior center Ken Leeks takes it to the hoop with power
against assistant coach Tim Thomas. (Michael oeHoog1FuTUREJ
"THE IDEAL ACADEMIC COMMUNITY"

1 MONTH FREE
WE OFFER 1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS WITH
CARPET, DRAPES, CENTRAL AlR/HEAT, WITH ALL
- OF THE FOLLOWING EXTRAS:
•RIGHT ACROSS FROM UCF
• ON COUNTY BUS ROUTE
•WALK TO SHOPS, BANKS.
AND MOVIES

•ON COUNTY BUS ROUTE
• THE ULTIMATE IN
CONVENIENCE

UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS

ATTENTION CLUBS .

a

oaoANizATioNs:

~Pick up your~
·Jt_ctivity.& SerVice
Fee request packets
for the 1992-1993
school year in
Student
Government.

12017 SOLON DR.
ORLANDO, FL
(NEXT TO PIZZA HtrfON ALAFAYA)

273-4097

Trel<.The
Off-Roa VVarrior.

(

"

The packets are due January 13th.
Questions: 823-2191.

American Bicycle Technology

Sales, Service, Rental
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WOMENS BALL
FROM PAGE 12
ule, and the coach feels they have shown improvement.
"They played so much better that anyone thought,"
Falkenberg said. ''They are getting together as a
team."
·

An All-Tournament team was selected and consisted of Tonya Hargrove from East Carolina, Shelly
Weaver from Brown, Jennifer Nieblingfrom Vermont,
and Rhodes and Coley from UCF.
In addition to the All-Tournament team, Coley
was honored this week by being selected as the SunBelt Conference player of the week. Coley totaled 69
points and 41 rebounds in the tournament. Once
again, Falkenberg was impressed.

"For a freshman to get it is phenomenal!"
Falkenberg said.
Coley is averaging the most minutes per game on
the team with 37 and is second on the team with a
18.0 scoring average. Coley led her high school team,
Pinellas Park, to the state tournament last year.
The Lady Knights are on the road this week for two
conference games and will be back in town next week
for a home game on Jan. 16.

.-============-=~-=======================--===-== -=~~___:::;;;" -=
==-=-===================-=-=
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~a~~J New Yea~
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e're \;\,1orking smarter,
too. So you don't have
to work harder.
For us, it means an ongoing
relationship with educators and
professors, striving to understand

And there are others. Like the
TI,68, an advanced scientific that
solves up to five simultaneous equa,
tions, performs complex numbers
and offers formula programming.

The BA II PLUS:M For business
students, this is the one to get. It
handles time,value,ofmoney and
offers cash flow analysis for internal
rate of return (IRR) and net present
, value (NPV). Plus a whole lot more.
No matter what your major, no
matter what the course, there's a
TI scientific or business calculator
that's right for you. Do the smart
thing: make one of them a part
of your professional personality
now, and for the years to come.
You'll be on your way to working
smarter. Instead of harder.
Try the entire line of TI scientific
and business calculators at your
local TI retailer.

It's a new semester
and we need some
new writers to fill
the spaces in these
pages. Come by our
office and fill out an
application today.

C'ollag.e:' s
.M:osi Wan.tea

, TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

· ..... ·-:

:!i~!~i~,
I

"·'.-'·'.-:·:.

ll

The TI, 36X SOLAR, a general
purpose workhorse po\vered by
ANYLITErM solar cells so you
never need batteries.
\vhat's needed to help them make
math conceprs come alive.
It means rnntim~ally working
with students like you, discovering
firsthand what you expect from the
calculator you select.
The result? Calculators th2t
are highly recommended by your
teachers and peers. Calculators that
are perfectly matched to your major
and your coursework.
The TI,81 is a perfect example.
It offers the most comprehensive,
easy-to,use graphing features avail,
able with extensive programming
capabilities.

.·.Yqucan'.' b~:eligible
:. for.a-reward of Hp
.to•.. ..

If you're going to
party, be
responsible

Don't drink
and drive.
'" Tr.1Jcmnrk oflc·xns lnstrunicnts lmorpnr'atod
· l!.'il"NI Toxn> l1Mrumcnt~ l11corpnmtcd .ll-1000104A
l ~..

.

A public service
announcement
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Lady Knights finish second in tournament
UCF falls to Vermont,
brings record to 4-4
by Jenny Duncanson
STAFF REPORTER

Coach Gail Falkenberg and the
women's basketball team made a New
Year's resolution to win a lot of games
in the 1992 season. They began the
year by making good on their resolution by taking second place in the UCF
Holiday Classic Tournament.
Eight teams competed in the tournament, including St. Francis College, East
Carolina University, the University of
Vermont, the University of Buffalo,
Brown University, Lehigh University,
Fairleigh Dickinson UniversityandUCF.
The first round began with East
Carolina defeating St Francis, 66-55.
Buffalo then lost to Vermont, 53-81,
and Lehigh lost to Brown 45- 77.
UCF pfayed their first game against
undefeated Fairleigh Dickinson. The tipoff was controlled by UCF and the first
pointswereputupbyUCFsDebbyBatz.
The lead went back and forth in the
first half and ended with a 40-40 tie.
The game was tight in the beginning
of the second half, but the
Lady Knights finished on
top, 83-74.
"Fairleigh Dickinson
was undefeated, so that was
· a big upset," Falkenberg
said. "That was probably
the best game of the year
for us."
Tamika Coley led the
team in points with 28,
closely followed by Yolanda Rhodes,
who scored 25. Rhodes led the team
defen sively with seven steals and seven
defensive rebounds.
In the second r ound, Buffalo won
ove r St. Francis, 77-60, Fairleigh
Dickinson beat Lehigh, 90-63, and Vermont upset Ea st Carolina, 88-81.
The Lady Knights took on Brown in
the second round of play. UCF domi-

nated from the beginning, securing a
22-11 lead mid-way through the first
half. By the end of the first half UCF
had a substantial lead of 40-27.
The Lady Knights held strong in the
second half, never letting Brown get
closer than seven points. UCF was
again victorious, 85-70, and advanced
to the championship game against
undefeated Vermont.
Tamika Coley scored the most points
fofUCF,23. ShewasfollowedbyBrinda
Green, who had 20, and Yolanda
Rhodes, who made 19.
In the final round, St. Francis beat
Lehigh, 72-67, Buffalo edged out
- Fairle.igh Dickinson, 72-71, and Brown
defeated East Carolina, 74-60.
UCF controlled the tip off in the
championship game but did not control
the first half. The Lady Knights only
- scored 24 points to Vermonts' 40.
In the middle of the second half,
UCF was down by almost 40 points
before they rallied to make a comeback.
But time ran out for the La~y Knights
and they were forced to be satisfied
with second place, losing 78-60.
"Vermont played excellent ball,"
Falkenberg said. "They were quicker
and in better condition at
the end of three days, and
we had some very hard
games."
Rhodes and Coley again
led the team, combining
for 34 points and 20 rebounds.
Despite the score,
Falkenberg was highly
pleased and very positive
. .
about the team's performance.
"I liked the fact that the team played
well in crucial moments," Falkenberg
said. "Fairleigh Dickinson was close all
the way, and we won the game in the Freshman Tamika Coley takes the ball down court during practice Monday.
last two or three minutes. Our free Coley was named the Sun Belt player of the week. (John Rivera/FUTURE)
- throws won the games for us."
Falkenberg was also pleased with
"I was very pleased with Dauria off
The basketbalJ team did not get a
the players off th e ben ch, especially the bench . Her ball handling was excel- full vacation due to their practice schedNicole Dauria.
lent," she said.
WOMENS BALL continueq page 11

Knights prepare for
.f itting into S~ Belt ·

by Harris Ahmed
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

conference team, Lamar, and
the result was a narrow loss
but a loss nevertheless. Now
The goal expressed by UCF the Knights are faced with a
basketball team coach Joe Dean conference schedule that will
at the beginning of this season bring them on the court to face
sounded simple - to have a some of the finest teams in the
winning season. In the 30 game country game after game.
UCFwasrankedninthin the
schedule the Running Knights
conference
by Dick Vitale before
face this year, that means winthe
season
started.
Midway into
ning 16 games or more.
the
schedule,
Dean
believes you .,
At this point in the season,
can
see
three
different
levels of
the team has won seven and
Sun
Belt.
strength
in
the
lost five. So what could be so
"I believe the conference is
difficult in winning nine of the
broken
into three tiers," Dean
last 18 games? Membership in
said.
"In
the top tier you have
the Sun Belt confe,..ence.
Louisiana
Tech, New Orleans, ""
The season UCF chose to atSouth
Alabama
and Southtempt to establish themselves
western
Louisiana.
Those
as a winning program just so
teams
appear
to
be
the
top
four 'f/
happens to come in the same
teams
in
the
league
at
this
year the Knights entered the
stage.
The
second
tier
would
prestigious Sun Belt, ranked
anywhere from theninth to 13th have Arkansas State, Western
Kentucky and Lamar. All three "/
finest in the nation.
Up to this point in the seaMENS continued page10
son, UCF has faced only one
by Jamie Johnson

SPORTS EDITOR

IM B-BALL continued page10
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Basketball back
for Intramurals
The next-to-final week of the fall
semester brought in a close but brief
look of things to come during the annual Intramural Basketball season,
which resumes Monday.
In the A League, No. 5 Quicksilver II
is making a run for another championship after claiming last year's B League
title and a 63-40 Independent Division
win over current B League team '4'
Him.
Also in the Independents, CVI
knocked off Mo Better 60-43, while the
number 1 team in the league, The
DOC's, out slammed Pi Slamma
Jamma, 81-48.
The Undertakers started their season with a 45-36 victory over '4' Him,
only to come up short against Chosen
Few, 39-46.
In the Fraternity division, SAE I
took to the hoops in a 60-42 win over
PIKE I.
Four SAE's went into double figures

I,

Point guard Sinua Phillips (4) gazes past freshman
Ray Carter during practice. <Michael 0eHoog1FuTUREJ
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"Self-Portrait" - painting (c.1815).

by Bill Cushing

egimllngthisweekend, theComellFineArts
Museum located on the campus of Rollins
.Olllege will host a two month exhibit, ''Francisco
Goya: Los Proverbios & the Disasters of War."

ItBl

The exhibit, consisting of
more than 100 of the Spanish
artist's etchings, is on loan from
the Sarah Campbell Blaffer
Foundation of Houston, Texas.
Born in 17 48, Goya was perhaps the most political of his
contemporaries. Seeing nothing
beneficial in the act of war, he
broke with the
neoclassicism
prevalent in the
19th century in
a reaction opposingthe strutting posture
typical of the
Napoleonic era
in which he
lived.
Goya's portraits, as well as
his sketches,
prints
and
"Caprichos," reflected his atti-:
tude and feelings toward the
subject of his
work, as well as
his politics in general.
The best example of this can
be seen in the prints Goya named
"The Disasters ofWar." Depicting the dark years ofN apoleon' s
rule in Spain, these prints satirized the contemporary condition and were forerunners to

modern photojournalism.
The stark reality of these
works - the pain, brutality,
surprise, stupidity, hunger and
other characteristics of the subject, victims really - act as a
powerful statement regarding a
time that Goya felt had to be
chronicled in order to be both

understood and believed by posterity.
In his book "Goya: The Ongins of the Modern Temper in
Art," Fred Licht stated, "Goya
hoped once - as many artists
and writers have hoped since-

that the time would come when
mankind would reach a level of
sensibility at which the mere
record of the insensate and purposeless cruelties of war would
serve as a salutary warning to
·
all men."
Of course Goya's dream has
gone unfulfilled. However, this
did not preventhimfrom
becoming an
artist who
worked with
an awareness
of the prevailing political,
social or economic climate
and then usinghis taJ~p.ts
to point out
specific aspects inherent
in these institutions
in
need of either
recognition or
change.
He understood that talent did not absolve him from the
responsibility of citizenship.
His works now stand as te stimony to his contemporaries to
keep them informed of the consequences of actions.
The exhibit is free and open
to the public
from Jan. 12
until March 1.
For the
opening day,
the gallery is
sponsoring a
slide lecture by
Carmen Ana
Sierra, an art
historian from
the Prado Museum in Spain
who is a visiting professor
at Rollins.
Gallery
hours are 1- 5
p.m. Sunday
and Saturday
and 10 a.m. - 5
p.m. Tuesday
through Friday.

Clockwise: "Boy On a Ram" -tapestry cartoon (1791 ), ''The Famous American Bullfighter, Mariano
Ceballos"- lithograph (1825) and ''To The Cemetary" from ''The Disasters of War'' - etching (c.1810).

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Volume .Number. Jan . • 1992 ,
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MaHarry douses 'Youth' with an
impressive use of raw emotions
.

1
'

·

. , '•"'

M a H arr y' s

song that is so different from the

DAVID J. $HOULBERG

Stradlin has departed from
Guns 'n Roses. Stradlin is reGood news for Yoko Ono placed by Gilby Clarke of Kills
cal range and fact, versatility seems to be
fans (?). A 105 sqng anthology For Thrills... Our sympathy
quality of the MaHarry's strong point. "How boxed set is
goes to Frank
songwriting is Did I Get Over You" is a Bonnie due out in
Zappa, who is
astounding. The R a i t t - I i k e .--------~--...,,-.,.,., February.
battling a
songs bring to c o u n t r y - :-:1, ~,.:~·~~" ' ·-. " , ~: The set will
painful case of
mind traces of rocker. "Noth-. · l ; l'l
· ,:· contain tracks
prostate canJoni Mitchell, ing Close To " ~,,,:)'
· :.:. I with her late
cer... accord10,000 Maniacs Love" sounds ·· ,-~·:
•
·j husband John
ing to Rolling
and
Julee like prime Joni
tt.._i>f
Lennon and
Stone maga1
Cruise. Only Mithchell ma- ....,,.,,,....,·.._.
""'.'.,.'_ " " " ' _ " " ' also an entire
zine, Ice-T
better.
terial.
unreleased
andieeCube
The openWhenever I am impressed solo album ...
will star in
''The Looters,"
ingtrack,"Don't with a female vocalist, I al- Rappers
an action film
Let My Heart ways compare her to Tracy Q u e e n
directed by
Break," is a Chapman. Inmymind,Tracy's Lattifah and
Monie
Love
Walter
Hill.
haunting num- debut album was a masterpiece
''This movie is
her. It sounds of folk music and lyrical hon- are shooting a
pilot,
like a 90more desperate and wanton esty. Once again I make that TV
Outta
My
minute war,"
than any song in recent same correlation. Wendy
Face
....
Billy
says Ice-T.
memory. The funny thing is, MaHarry has the sort of emoIdol was ar"It's
like the
the song only has 5 lines, but tional detail and innovative
rested in Holwildest
shit.
since you are so taken in by its eclectic folk sound that puts
lywood after supposedly I'm in awe. Everyone's getting
emotional honesty you never her on top of my female vocal- sucker-punching a woman ...
killed and shit. Wow. This is
notice.
ist list for the year.
Muzz Skillings has left the the ultimate shit. It's gonna
''Too Busy Looking Out The
rock band Living Colour due to f*** a lot of people up." (Sounds
Window" is a hopeful, folk driven
- David J. Sh.O\:llberg musical differences ... Izzy like a feel-good hit - DJS.)
"'

Fountain of opening track you would never
Youth. Thevo- guess it was the same artist. In

1

• Fountain of Youth
Artist: Wendy MaHarry
Producer: Dwight Marcus
Label: A&M Records
It's rare that I am so amazed by
an album that I will listen to it
straight for weeks on end. That
was the case with Wendy

-~
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•Socials
ad.
Formals
•Banquets
• Any Special Occasion

Bring Friends ...
Roommates ...
and Money!!!

t!Jtl4- •

Bridals

I

Belz Factory
Outlet World

Bridesmaids, Mother of the Bride
CENTRALFLORIDAS WEDDING TRADmON SINCE 1942.

OUTLET

Fashion Square • 898-6122
Altomonte Mall • 339-3131
Florida Mall •
855-7 555

Mall 2
363-4670

10% student discount on regular merchandise with UCF ID

.•.................................•

~----------------------,
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•
•••

•••

••
••
•••
••
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If you have any questions regarding Delta Upsilon, please do not hesitate
to call one of our representatives, Micliael Lamb or Joel Riley, at the
All Greek Council Office, ph# 823-2072.

•

..:

•••
•
••
•••
•

Living at its best! Why not spoil yourself
and enjoy the life you've always
deserved ... at Sun Key Apartments.

Call for our
Special Rates

Delta Upsilon Fraternity

•

e

•••
••

•••
•••

•

677 ... 8884

••

You truly deserve the very best the smart move to fmNE'

e

•.
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No Secrets
No Hazing

'

. Make

•
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Jethro Tull go fishing for catfish on new tour
,~g:c111i ~fii~::~!r:i~i~

. . ,., ,, , ,.,.,.·
list of tour stops in
promoting their -new release,
Catfish Rising.
The band was in top form
and had the audience in the
·palms of their hands from the
very beginning.
The show opened with a
collection of waiters walking around the stage, which
was dressed to look like the
inside of a restaurant, seemingly preparing to open. Ian
Anderson (vocals, flute ::ind
guitar) and lead guitar
player, Martin Barre, then
teased the crowd with the
opening bars .o f "Minstrel in
the Gallery," which then irrim edi ate ly switched to
"Cross-eyed Mary," causing
an eruption of applause .
Anderson, Barre and the

rest of the band (Dave Pegg, congenial and accommodating band had problems getting
bass guitar, Doane Perry, per- to the many fans around them steadywork, they would change
cussion and Martin Allcock, who were able to acquire pas~es. theirname on a daily basis. After
keyboards) went on to play a
Pegg even took the time to using the name Jethro Tull one
full set, including new mate- explain that the name of the night, the club owner liked the
rial, selections from their Crest band was actually taken from name, hired them back, and they
of a Knave LP and a number of the 19th century inventor of a decided to keep it.
Tull classics, such as (then) revolutionary piece of
On stage, Anderson cheer"Aqualung,""Thick as a Brick," farm equipment, the seed drill. · fully spoke to "anyone in the
"Living in the Past" and reIn the early days, when the audience who's reviewing the
turningfor an encore with "Locomotive Breath."
AfterTampa, Jethro Tull still
had another 13 shows to perform in two weeks in order to
wrap up their limited tour. A
tour has already spanned across
most of the United States and a
number of European countries,
including the United Kingdom,
Germany, Austria and Italy,
according to Pegg (an 11 year
veteran of Tull).
Backstage, the members of
the group appeared a little roadweary but still remained very

1!1':~(; t, ~~~-~0f~~:~~;;!~~'

show" and said that all the
people in the band were pretty
f***ing old, but on a whole everyone put on a sterling performance.
To quote, "... you're never
too old to rock 'n' roll if you're
too young to die."
- Nathan Rosenbluth
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CUSTO·M FRAMING
CERTIFICATES
& DIPLOMAS
15 % discount on any Custom Frame with
your Student Card.
We have a wide van~ty of framing options to
satisfy any budget.

r:irtf5~

'O"~ ·
366-9700
Open
Mon. -Sat. 10-5

.

.

.

'Aqualung brought Jethro Tull to the forefront, aiding to 20 years of musical acclaim.
1
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TAN·FASTI UE TANNING SALON
WHERE THE SUN ALWAYS SHINES!

WE ALSO DO:
•NAILS (ACRYLIC-GELS)!
•INFRA-SLIM BODY WRAP!
•EYEBROW & LEG WAXING!

We are located 5 miles North of UCF on Alafaya
Trail at Alafaya Square Shopping Center. Oviedo ~
Look for "Art & Frame" Between Publix and
MegaMovies.
366 9700
87 Alafaya Woods Blvd ., Oviedo, FL 32765

REEDY PLAZA- 10376 E. COLONIAL

"Quality workmanship assured in everJ job."

MON-FRI a:3oarn-9pm SAT 9-6prn SUN 12:oopm-s :ooprn

.

282-6042

io.VISrfS. FOR $29.95
(SIGN UP A FRIEND AND GET 2 VISITS FREE)

NOW HIRING
Cooks, Drivers, Waitresses,
Cashiers, Hostesses &Busers

-

282-0505

-

YOU'VE WORKED HARD IN COLLEGE. MED SCHOOL fS R!GHT AROUND THE
CORNER, AND YOU DESERVE TO GET IN. ONLY 50% WHO APPLY MAKE IT. Now
IS THE TIME TO TAKE THE MCAT. OON"T YOU THINK YOU SHOULD PREPARE
10 STUDENTS PER CLASS
100 HOURS OF LIVC INSTRUCTION
50 HOU'RS OF LIVE TUTOfUAL
NATIONAl. 800 TELEPHONE HEL.PLJNE
3 COMPUTER-ScOREO DIAGNOSTIC TESTS
SCIENCE: FLASH CA.RDS
MA.TIERlALS WJqlITEN BY PH.0.S 8c M.D.5

LONGWOOD, Fl ,
NATIONWIDE
f

.

J;lill
£tl(A1111Al

- (407) 831-8833
1-800-2·TEST-HI

SICI~

WE'LL MAKE SURE You MAKE ')T.

1
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an uncanny knack for finding the greatest pleasures
in the simplest aspects of life, then waking us up to
":·:·:<·: ust as the late Joseph Campbell came to
these pleasures and letting us in on them.
...
represent this ages's searcher for mythologiTherefore, it should come as no great surprise that
\
cal heritage and philosophical truth, Robert his newest volume shot into the top 10 bestseller list
.....
Fulghum has become its representative for almost immediately after its release.
In his newest effort, Fulghum examines social
those truths that are simple and concise.
" His book "All I Really Need to Know I Learned in
conflicts, business magazines and pr~dictions . and
Kindergarten" has been through innumerable printings, those of us who are, as he puts it, "time-bound," or, as
both hardcover and paperback, and its opening r.=========-=-=-::\ Hermann Hesse noted, people who spend
segment, written under the book's title, has even
their days walking with their head and eyes
down rather than up and around. Fulghum
been embossed on that definitive icon ofthe late
20th century: the wall poster.
once again extracts the extraordinary from
Now he is back with "Uh-Oh,"
f f
the mundane, teaching us that life's
•
•
subtitled "Some Observations from
little pleasures are often just that1 15
Both Sides ofthe Refrigerator Door."
~
little - and must be observed in
, What sets Fulghum apart from
order to be enjoyed.
his colleagues in the SelfHelp/PsyLike his earlier work, "Uh-Oh"
chology departments of America's
is a book that is at home on either
bookstores is both his humorous,
the coffee or the bedside tables, and

Book Rev1·ew

~~~~~1~€;~~%] ltllll ~t~?.~f1~~~~;;;;;

lf

the daily newspaper... On a very local scale, a refrigerator is the center of the universe."
Meaning, of course, the center of our personal or
family universe, which is, when it's said and done, the
only thingthat really matters to us as individuals. As
he di din "Kindergarten" with his essays on topic such
as Cheer laundry detergent, Fulghum demonstrates

mantra:Uh-Oh.Ashehimselfwrites:
"Uh-oh" is more than a momentary reaction to
small problems. "Uh-oh" is an attitude - a perspective on the universe. Jt. is part of an equation that
summarizes my view of the conditions of existence:
"uh-huh"+ "oh-wow"+ "uh-oh"+ "oh, God"= "ahhah!"

1~~tin1 f~r 1~~~ 111~~~ tli~ ~~m~~t~r?
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ORIV~ URUNK.
Model

Would you
help a woman
being raped
by a stranger?

30
55sx
55sx

70
Laptop

How about a
woman being
raped by a
.
.
,
friend?
,

...

Speed
10MHz
16MHz
16MHz
25MHz
20MHz

Ram
2MB
4MB
4MB
4MB
2MB

HD
45MB
BOMB
40MB
80MB
60MB

Monitor
8513VGA
8515VGA
8513VGA
8515VGA

LCD

/ell, the law sees it
,ifferently. Because if
·he's unable to give her
consent to have sex, it's
rape. A felony.
P unishable by prison.

It benefits everyone for
you to stop it from
happening. You'll be
keeping a woman from
tremendous emotional
pain if you do. And you
could be helping your
friends commit a crime
if you don't.
© 1990 Rape Treatment

-

Model
55sx
57sx
70

CPU
3B6SX
386sx
486

Speed
16MHz
20MHz
25MHz

Ram
4MB
4MB
4MB

.. Includes above system & Microsoft's Excel

HD
~OMB

BOMB
BOMB

rfJ~/~

Price
$1,399
$2,549
$1,999
$3,649
$2,621

.. All systems are bundled with DOS 5.0, Windows 3.0, & Entertainment Pack

You're at a party.
T here's lots of drinking
going on. Some guys
are having sex with a
Joung woman whose
drink they've spiked.
'ou don't interfere,
'linking it's no big deal. ·

Center, Santa Monica
Hospital.

CPU
286
386sx
386sx
386
386sx

,,,

-

I

Price
$2,599
$3,349
$4,949

L

J

\
I
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Monitor
8515VGA
8515VGA
8515VGA

.
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